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Convenience without 
Complexity

• Access to two industry-leading  

  service platforms gives Telesystem 

  the unique ability to customize a 

  solution to meet the needs of any 

  business. 

• Easy-to-use Administrator web 

  interface puts you in control of 

  moves, adds, and changes.

• Integrated Call Center, Reception 

  Console, Call Recording, CRM 

  Integration, and additional add-on 

  features to fulfill the needs of 

  businesses of all sizes. 

Why choose Telesystem Hosted VoIP?

Innovation Meets Functionality

Affordable. No PBX or on-premise equipment to buy or maintain which means no 
expensive vendor visits.

Efficient. All the equipment needed to provide your phone service is housed in 
Telesystem’s data centers.

Reliable. Ensured geo-redundancy and fail-over protection keeps you in business - even 
in the event of a disaster.

Scalable. Add and remove lines and features as needed.

Cost-effective. Unlimited calling to any Telesystem Hosted VoIP customer, anywhere.

Mobile. Never miss a call. Mobile office capability allows you to forward calls inbound to
your office number to any other number. Add on our Unified Communications application 
for the additional functionality of HD video, screen sharing, messaging and meetings from 
any device.

Empowering. Telesystem takes care of maintenance and updates, allowing you to focus 
on your business.

Telesystem's Hosted VoIP Phone System is a convenient, low-cost telephone substitute 
and fully-integrated unified communications solution, enabling your business to streamline 
how it communicates. VoIP, or Voice Over Internet Protocol, uses an IP connection to make 
and receive phone calls by converting voice traffic to a digital signal that can be sent over 
the internet, instantly reducing costs and increasing overall productivity.

By condensing voice and data traffic over the same network, VoIP is more efficient and 
less expensive than traditional phone systems. VoIP also offers added features with ad-
vanced call control functionality for soft clients, and mobile devices, as well as traditional 
and VoIP phones.

Without the costs of managing and maintaining a PBX, you gain access to Telesystem’s 
ultra secure servers from wherever you are, ultimately giving your business the scalability 
and flexibility that it needs now and in the future.

Your business can enhance Hosted VoIP further by adding on our Unified Communications 
application for calling, messaging, and meeting with anyone, from any device. Now you can 
take your office with you with HD video, voice, messaging, screen sharing, and conferencing 
in a single easy-to-use cloud application. Our UC app provides a seamless and consistent 
communications experience on a PC, tablet or smartphone - ideal for organizations of any 
size with geographically dispersed teams and mobile employees working at the office, at 
home, or on the go.

Empower your business communications with greater flexibility and scalability, 
along with substantial savings and an extensive feature set.


